Absmcf-Important hplementatina issues in rigid body path plan. ning am oneo overlmked In parlicular, sampling-based motion planning slgorithms typically -"ire a dirloncc mcaiC defined on the configuration space, a s0DIpIi"g function, and a method for inrnpolnrng snmpkdpoints. The configuration space of a 3D rigjd body is identified with the Lie group SE(3). Defining proper metria, sampling, and inkrpolation techniques for SE(3) is not obvious, and m become a hidden source of failure for many planning slgorithm implementations. This paper examines mme of these issues and presents techniques which have been found l o be elklive experimentally for Rigid Body path planning.
I. INTRODUCTION
The configuration space (C-space) of a 3D rigid body is usually defined as the set of all wssible wsitions and orientations of a (a) NaiYe sampling @) Uniform sampling body-fixed frame relative 1, a statioiary world frame. This identifies the C-space with the t i e gmup SE (3) . the special Euclidean group in three-dimensions. Geomeuic path planning problems defined on SE(3) arise in a number of important application domains including mechanical assembly ulanning and pm removability analysis, control ..
-.
of free-flying robots and UAVs, satellite motion; and biochemical simulations of molecular protein docking. The topology of the space induced by the rotation component of SE (3) has important implications for rigid body path planning algorithms intended to efficiently represent and search this space. Unless implemented carefully, these representational details can become a hidden source of failure. This paper investigates several important implementation issues in rigid body path planning that are often overlooked. In particular, sampling-based motion planning algorithms typically require: I ) a disrance metric defined on the configuration space, 2) a function to generate a sample in the space, and 3) a method for interpolating sampled points. Defining proper metrics, sampling methods, and interpolation techniques for SE(3) is not immediately obvious.
This paper explores some of these implementation issues and presents techniques which have been found to be effective experimentally for rigid body path planning. In particular, methods for generating a uniform dishbution of randomly sampled rotations for both Euler angle and quaternion parameterizations are given in Section IV. Examples of distance metrics on SE(3) and geodesic interpolation functions for rotations are presented in Section V and Section VI respectively. Section VU shows experimental R S U~ aimed at evaluating the computational performance and tradeoffs for different implementations. and Section VI11 concludes with a summary discussion.
.
. . different fields, including physics, mathematics, computer graphics, engineering and robotics. One of the fundamental results of rigid body mechanics which was proved by Chasles in the early 19th century is that any rigid body displacement can be realized by a rotation about an axis combined with a translation parallel to that axis [I] . Because of its importance, the characteristics of SE(3) and its smctural properties has been a topic of research across a number of There are a variety of conventions for representing and parameterizing rotations in three dimensions. In this section, three of the more popular representations are discussed: mration matrices, ruler angles, and unir quaternions. A number of important characteristics and tradeoffs exist in terms of performance, storage efficiency, numerical 0-7803-8232-3/04/$17.00 a 0 0 4 IEEE stability, and ease of use. Several of these tradeoffs are summarized in the paragraphs that follow.
A. Rorarion Mowices
Defining SE(3) as the set of all possible positions and orientations of a body-fixed frame relative lo a stationary world frame naturally leads to a matrix representation. As a homogeneous matrix. this is usually written as:
Considering just the rotation subcomponent R, valid rotations are comprised of all 3x3 orthonormal matrices with unit determinant.
Although nine numbers are used to specify this matrix. there are a total of six constraints: three for keeping the columns of R to be of unit length, and three pairwise orthogonality constraints between the columns. Thus, a total of 9 -6 = 3 degrees of freedom exist.
Although seemingly convenient at first, matrix representations of rotations suffer from a number of problems when implemented in a finite-precision computing system. Aside from being space inefficient in terms of memory usage. matrices often suffer from numerical drift during use as a result of the underlying floating-point approximation of real numbers. For example, multiplying two rotation matrices together will result in a matrix that represents the composed rotations. However, due to floating-point error, the resulting matrix will often be nor quire orthonormal, and the most appropriate method for renormnli-ing the matrix is typically ill-defined.
For path planning applications, we are interested in sampling, distance metrics, and interpolation of rotations. Unfortunately, it. is unclear how to easily define a function p(R1, R z ) that represents the "distance" between two rotation matrices, or to interpolate between two matrices RI and Rz in order to generate a series of smooth intermediate rotations.
B. Euler Angles
According to Euler's rotation theorem, any orientation can be described by three successive rotations (e,& 7 ) about certain sets of three axes (VI, V Z , V~) . Since rotations do not commute, the order in which rotations are applied about these axes is important. There are at least 24 standard euler angle conventions in use depending upon which axes are used and the order in which the rotations are applied. For details of these-conventions explained in a robotics context, see
PI.
Euler angles are compact: three angles for three rotational degrees of freedom. They also are stable numerically, relatively computationally efficient, and are considered to be more intuitive to work with and visualize than matrices. Due to their simplicity, euler angles have been used in a number of path planning implementations. Unfortunately, there are problems with using euler angles to represent rotations. Within a given euler angle convention, there are multiple sets of parameter values which can yield the same.rotation, leading to a fundamental ambiguity. This ambiguity exists due to the interdependence of the rotations, which also manifests itself when two or more axes happen to align, causing a loss of a degree of freedom known as "gimbal lock". But more importantly, euler angles have serious problems in the context of path planning, namely: proper sampling, interpolation, and distance meuics. These issues are discussed in more detail throughout the remaining sections of this paper.
C. Unir Quaremiom
Hamilton formulated over a century ago the mathematics with which a vector of unit magnitude with four components can be used to parameterize rotations in three dimensions. The intuition behind quaternions is apparent by considering their relationship to nris-angle pairs. Namely, Euler showed that any arbitray orientation in three dimensions could be achieved by a single rotation 0 about a single axis 2) = (U", vu, U:). The corresponding unit quaternion is given by:
sin(-),upsin(-),v,sin(-))
These four scalar numbers still have only three degrees of freedom due to the unit magnitude constraint = 1. For further derivation and details, see [IO] .
Unit quaternions are relatively compact and efficient lo work with. Computing with quaternions can introduce slight numerical drift due to floating-point errors. However, it is fortunately straightforward to renormalize a quaternion by simply dividing each quaternion component by the magnitude of its length, resulting once again in a 4-vector of unit length. In the context of path planning, unit quaternions are an excellent choice for representing rotations since it is relatively easy to define proper methods for sampling, interpolation, and computing a measure of distance between quaternion rotations. Several of these techniques are explained and investigated in the following sections. When applied to searching the &dimensional space of rigid body motions, some care must be taken.
A fundamental component of sampling-based motion planners is a function to incrementally generate samples in the configuration space C. For spaces such as an n-dimensional cube in 91". a standard pseudo-random number generator can be used to generate samples, or for better uniformity in terms of dispersion and discrepancy, a deterministic sequence of quasi-random numbers has been shown to offer advantages [161.
Sampling the space of rigid body configurations SE(3) is more complicated than sampling a cube in 91" due to the topology of the space. Here, the choice of parameterization for the rotation component is important. Assume that we have available a pseudorandom number generator function rand(), which returns a floating point number on the range [0,1). Sampling the translation component is straightforward, as we can simply generate independent random values along each axis and scale by the axis dimension:
The rotation component must be handled differently, In panicular, care must be laken so that the resulting distribution of samples is not biased to favor specific rotations. Rather, we desire our sampling function to yield a uniform distribution of rotations in the limiting case. In the context of path planning, having a uniform sampling distribution will prevent search algorithms from oversampling or undersampling large portions of the C-space. This affects both the performance and reliability of planning algorithms.
Intuitively, picking a random rotation axis and a random angle will generate the desired distribution of rotations. We can visualize this as randomly oriented objects distributed uniformly across the surface of a three-dimensional sphere. An equivalent intuitive way of iteratively accomplishing this effect is to successively rotate objects located at the north pole venically by a random amount, and then rotate the axis of the north pole to a random position on the sphere. This is the inspiration behind Jim Arvo's method for generating fast random rotation matrices derived in [171.
A. Uniform Sampling of Euler Angles
A nalve attempt at uniformly sampling euler angles might try to uniformly sample each angle independently. However, this results in a distribution that is heavily biased towards "polar" regions according to the set of rotation axes. Io Figure I Fortunately. there exists a simple and efficient way Io generate uniform random distributions of euler angles. Figure I Algorithm 1: Pseudocode to generate uniformly-distributed random Roll-Pitch-Yaw euler angles.
Input: none
Result uniform random euler angles (e,$, q) B = 27r * r a n d ( ) -7r: (1 -2 * r a n d ( ) ( 0 , h q) 
B. Uniform Sampling of Unit Quaternions
Generating uniformly distributed random unit quaternions is relatively straightforward. If we have already computed a uniform random axis v and angle 8, we can use the equation in Section 111-C to generate the equivalent unit quaternion. However, a direct and more efficient method of computing uniform random quaternions is derived in [IS] . This method utilizes three intermediate random variables to compute four quaternion parameters that map uniformly to the unit sphere in four dimensions. This calculation produces a quaternion of unit length so it is not necessary to renormalize the result. Performance comparisons of both Algorithm 1 and Algorithm 2 are included in Section VII. 
V. DISTANCE METRIC ISSUES
Many sampling-based planning algorithms require a distance metric he defined over C in order to give an approximale measure of the "closeness" between pairs of configurations. We define the symmetric scalar function:
P ( P o > q I ) -p 4 0 , q I E C
that returns a measure of the relative distance between the configurations qo and q1. The efficiency and accuracy of the distance metric can have a large impact on the efficacy of the planning algorithm. Intuitively, an ideal metric for path planning in SE(3) would correspond to a measure of the minimum swept-volume in the workspace while moving a rigid object from one configuration to another. Intuirively, minimizing the swept-volume will minimize the chance of collision with obstacles, which in turn maximizes the chance of discovering collision-free paths between pairs of configurations in C. Unfortunately, computing the txacr swept-volume is a notoriously difficult geometric problem, and although recently developed approximate techniques have demonstrated improved efficiency [191, 1201, they are currently too expensive for path planning. Instead, heuristic metrics are typically defined that generally attempt to approximate the ideal swept-volume metric. The most simple and commonly used metrics consider the C-space as a Cartesian space and define a Euclidean metric. For example, if X and R represent the vanslation and rotation components of the configuration q = (X, R) E SE (3) respectively, then: is a weighted metric with the translation component 11x0 -X,j/ using a standard Euclidean norm, and the positive scalar function f (Ro, RI) returning an approximate measure of the distance between the rotations &,RI E SO(3). The rotation distance is scaled relative to the translation distance via the weights wt and wr. One of the difficulties with this method is deciding proper weight values. Previous research has suggested that the relative importance of the rotation component decreases as the planning queries become harder (see [4] , [5] for a discussion).
A. Euler Angle Disrance M m i c
The length of the geodesic path on the 4D unit sphere is proportional For the care of using roll-pitch-yaw euler angles for rotation, we to a. However. there is an important propelty of unit quaternions that first define a distance function 4(&, &) that returnS the difference must be considered: polar opposite points on the 4D unit sphere are between angles or and When angles that ..wrap identified, meaning there are exactly two unit quaternion represenlaaround", there two possible interpolation directions, so Care be tiom for the Same rotation. For example, both Q = (w, x, y, z ) and taken to use the "shortest path" direction between the angles:
its opposite - Q = (-w, -x , -y, -2 4(81,82) ).
To account for multiple representations in our definitions of unit quaternion distance metrics and interpolation schemes, we can simply test whether X is negative, and negate one of the quaternions to obtain its equivalent alternative. Note that if X = QI Qz, then 
E. Unit Quaremion Disrance Merric
Unlike euler angles, it is possible to derive a geodesic metric for unit auatemion reoresentations of SOf31. As we shall see again that interpolate the translation and rotation components separately, let us consider the problem of interpolating two rotations in SO(3).
A. Inrevpolarion of Euler Angles
\ , in Section VI-B, the "great circle arc" on the 4D unit sphere between two unit quaternions defines a geodesic path for interpolating two rotations. This suggests a number of possible metrics. Park and Ravani have defined a bi-invariant distance metric for SO (3) in 171, which has been used by Choudhury and Lynch for rolling manipulation planning~ [ZI]:
An alternative metric that provides a simple and convenient measure of approximate rotation distance can be defined using an inner product. Given two unit quaternions Q, = (WI, X I , yr, 21) and Q; = ( W Z , XZ. yz, a), we define the inner product X of two quaternions as:
This is the scalar inner product of two 4D unit vectors. As in 3D, the angle a formed by this pair of vecton is related to the inner product by its cosine: return Normalize(@, 4,q)
Using the function 4(&, 82) from Algorithm 3, we compute the "shortest" path of interpolation hetween each of the angle components and normalize the resulting angles on the desired range according to the euler angle convention used. Observe that this implementation suffers fmm the same problems arising from multiple representations that can cccur when computing distances. Namely, two sets of euler angles with relatively large differences in individual angle values may actually map to very similar or identical rotations in SO (3) . This prcduces a relatively large swept-volume resulting from the spurious interpolated values, which is disadvantageous to path planning. This pmblern along wilh the difficulty in defining metrics generally makes euler angles a p o r choice for representing the rotation component of SE(3) in path planning applications.
B. Inrerpolarion of Unit Quremions
Perhaps the biggest advantage to using unit quaternions to represent configurations of SO(3) is the ability to smoothly interpolate between two configurations along geodesics. As mentioned in Section V-B, the great-circle arc between two points on the surface of the 4D unit sphere represents a geodesic interpolation path between two unit quaternions. Points along this curve represent configurations in SO(3) that correspond to a set of smoothly-varying intermediate rotations. One simple way to generate this set of points is to linearly interpolate two unit quaternions as pints in W ' and projecting the result onto the 4D unit sphere. As in Section V-B, care must be taken to ensure an interpolation path of minimal length by computing the alternative representation of one of the unit quaternions. The drawback to this approximate scheme is that the interpolated intermediate points will not be evenly-spaced along the geodesic, especially if the two endpoint rotations are dissimilar. A better method is to use splwn'cal linrar inrerpolarion or "slerp", as it is commonly called [IO] . Algorithm 8 shows an implementation that first computes the nearby representation for two unit quaternions, and then calculates their inner product. If the rotations are very close (the inner product is smaller than E ) , then linear interpolation from Algorithm 7 is performed. Otherwise. spherical linear interpolation factors are computed that result in evenly-distributed intermediate points along the geodesic arc. We normalize the final resulting intermediate quaternion in order to prevent numerical drift resulting from floating-point appmximation errors. 
VII. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Based on the techniques and sample code presented in the previous sections, experiments were conducted to evaluate the relative performance in terms of computation speed and planning efficiency. Results were calculated using the GNU gcc compiler with level 2 optimization running in VMware on a 1.1 GHz Pentium Ill with 512MB or RAM. Table I compares 
